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The UC Berkeley Executive Education programs are held on the UC Berkeley-Haas campus at 2220 Piedmont Avenue, Berkeley CA, 94794, California Memorial Football Stadium, the Faculty Club, and other nearby locations. We feature the very best in-person classrooms at the business school, as well industry-leading hybrid and virtual classrooms.

- **Hybrid Executive Classroom S480**  
  (Student Services Building at Haas)
- **Virtual / In-Person Executive Classroom M140**  
  (California Memorial Football Stadium)
- **In-Person Executive Classroom N400**  
  (Simpson Family Suite, Chou Hall at Haas)
- **Virtual Executive Classroom F299**  
  (in the Faculty Building at Haas)
- **Various Classrooms and Events Spaces**  
  (at the Faculty Club and other nearby locations)

Locations vary by program and by program date. Once enrolled, you will receive the exact location of your specific program from your program manager.

**Parking**

The nearest parking facility is the Football Stadium Parking Garage at 2205 Piedmont Avenue, Berkeley CA 94794, across from the Haas School of Business, and between the Stadium and Greek Theater. Rates are hourly/daily. If you park in other lots or in metered street parking, we highly recommend being diligent about posted parking restrictions, as the regulations and event-day schedules are strictly enforced by the City of Berkeley. For more information visit: [pt.berkeley.edu/parking/visitor-parking](http://pt.berkeley.edu/parking/visitor-parking)
GETTING TO & AROUND BERKELEY

The UC Berkeley campus is easily accessible from many major highways and three international airports. Myriad options for public transportation are available to and from the campus and airports as well to and from the many local restaurants and area attractions you may want to visit while attending a UC Berkeley program.

AIRPORTS

Several major international airports are relatively close to the UC Berkeley campus.

- **San Francisco International Airport (SFO)**
  25 miles, approx. 40 minutes away without traffic

- **Oakland International Airport (OAK)**
  15 miles, approx. 30 minutes away without traffic

- **San Jose International Airport (SJC)**
  45 miles, approx. 70 minutes away without traffic

- **Berkeley Campus**

SHUTTLES & TAXIS

Expect to pay about $20 for a shuttle from the Oakland Airport (OAK) to the Berkeley Campus area and from $25 to $40 for a shuttle from San Francisco Airport (SFO). For airport shuttles from these airports, you generally need to call 24 hours in advance and again upon your arrival at the airport.

- **Bayporter** (510) 864-4000 or (415) 467-1800
- **Bridge Airporter Express** (510) 867-1476
- **City Express Shuttle & Limo** (888) 874-8885
- **South & East Bay Connection** (800) 548-4664

Car Rentals

Renting a car is always an option, though traffic in and around the Bay Area can get quite congested during certain times of the day. However, access to some of the area attractions can be made easier by renting a car. Just be aware that parking fees are not covered by program tuition. For more information on parking, please refer to page 1.
The Bay Area has a large number of transit agencies. Whether you’re commuting to and from your hotel and the campus or exploring local attractions, you can find transportation options that will get you where you need to go.

**Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)**

Trains operate from Fremont, Richmond, Bay Point/Concord and San Francisco/Daly City and include service to San Francisco International Airport. The Berkeley BART station is 1.5 blocks west of the Berkeley campus and approximately 1 mile from the Haas School of Business. Campus shuttles run from BART to Haas every 30 minutes.

Please visit the BART website for service schedules and more information: [bart.gov](http://bart.gov)

---

**AC Transit**

AC Transit is an Oakland-based public transit agency providing transportation for commuters to and from San Francisco and through Alameda and Western Contra Costa County. There are several AC bus lines that come near the campus area such as: #65, #52, #51, #43, #40, #15, #9, U and F.

Please visit the AC Transit website for service schedules and more information: [actransit.org](http://actransit.org)

---

**Bear Transit (Campus Shuttle)**

Bear Transit is UC Berkeley's shuttle system, servicing the campus and Berkeley Community. It provides convenient transportation between: Berkeley Campus, Downtown Berkeley BART, Parking lots, Residence Halls and Clark Kerr campus, Hill area, and Campus Shared Services on 4th Street & North Berkeley. If you are taking the campus shuttle bus from downtown Berkeley, the cost is $1.00 each way. Service runs from 7:00am-7:30pm. Enter the bus at the Downtown Berkeley bus stop (Shattuck Avenue and Addison Street). Exit the bus at the Haas School of Business stop. Signage will be posted at the street level entrance, directing you to the classroom.

Please visit the Bear Transit website for service schedules and more information: [pt.berkeley.edu/BearTransit](http://pt.berkeley.edu/BearTransit)

---

For more information about Airport Shuttles and Public Transit, please visit: [haas.berkeley.edu/for-visitors](http://haas.berkeley.edu/for-visitors)

Please note, the program fees do not include parking/transportation.
ACCOMMODATIONS

There are many accommodation options in the Berkeley area for those attending a Berkeley Exec Ed program. You can find a wide selection of these on most travel sites; however, below, we’ve listed a few of our favorites, including special deals for BEE students.

Residence Inn Berkeley | 1-510-982-2100
The hotel is located at 2121 Center Street Berkeley, California 94704. Residence Inn Berkeley is located downtown across the street from the University of California Berkeley and steps away from access to San Francisco via Bay Area Rapid Transit. Walking distance to theaters, shopping, and dining.

Click here to use the rate for Berkeley Executive Education.

Graduate Berkeley | 1-510-845-8981
The hotel is located at 2600 Durant Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94704. Graduate Berkeley is within walking distance of the campus. To reserve a room with the UCBEXED promotion/corporate code pre-loaded, please click here.

Hotel Shattuck Plaza | 1-510-845-7300
The hotel is located at 2086 Allston Way, Berkeley, CA 94704. The Hotel Shattuck Plaza is also within walking distance of the campus and within steps of the BART station (Bay Area Rapid Transit). Staying here allows you quick access to both the Berkeley campus as well as, quick access to public transportation to the airport(s) and the city of San Francisco. To reserve a room with the BEE promo, please click here and enter in the discount code “CEE”.

Claremont Hotel Club & Spa | 1-888-560-4455
The hotel is located at 41 Tunnel Road, Berkeley, CA 94705. Please note, the hotel is approx. 2 miles from the campus. To reserve a room with the BEE promo code, click here and enter in Customer code: SCP2117907 and Access code: IS266US485.
DINING & MEALS

During the program, meals (breakfast, lunch, and light snacks) are typically provided. We will do our best to accommodate special meal requests (vegetarian, food allergies, etc.) when notified in advance.

Please note: Your Program Manager will reach out to you to inquire about dietary restrictions if you haven’t already provided the information within your enrollment form.

For those of you who wish to get together after the program, there are a few local places we recommend. Please be sure to call before you go to check hours before you leave campus to ensure you don’t need reservations and that they are open!

- **Cafe Think**: In the Haas School of Business, Chou Hall, Courtyard Level
- **Faculty Club Bar**: Very near Haas
- **FreeHouse, Henry’s**: Both are a short walk from Haas
- **Jupiter, Revival, Comal, Tupper and Reed, Zeno @ Hotel Shattuck**: Downtown Berkeley
- **Limewood Bar @ The Claremont Hotel**: Good food, amazing views if not foggy

SERVICES FOR DISABILITIES

We will do our best to accommodate the special needs of our participants. Please contact your Program Manager for assistance with any special needs.
WHAT TO DO IN THE AREA


The San Francisco Bay Area is a global hub of commerce, innovation, culture, and recreation. UC Berkeley sits in the East Bay region with easy access to San Francisco, Silicon Valley and the Wine Region (Napa, Sonoma, Mendocino Counties), and a few hours from Yosemite, Point Reyes and Lake Tahoe.

When visiting UC Berkeley, we encourage you to explore the area, hike in the hills, indulge in the exceptional California food scene, and enjoy the culture and optimism of one of the most desirable areas in the world.

CAMPUS TOUR

Tour the UC Berkeley campus to see what makes this university so unique. From the Campanile to Sproul Plaza, we have a variety of special architecture and accompanying history that makes a tour an enjoyable experience. To learn more or to book a tour, visit: visit.berkeley.edu/category/campus-tours

BERKELEY HIGHLIGHTS

Some of the most beautiful scenery and favored local attractions can be found within a short jaunt from the UC Berkeley campus. Here are just a few of the many highlights visitors can enjoy year-round.

- **Tilden Regional Park**
  
  A 2000+ acre hilltop park just east of campus where you can enjoy hiking, biking, picnics, swimming, train rides, and a beautiful botanical garden.

- **Berkeley Marina**
  
  A stunning, easily accessible bayside area with access to restaurants, sailing, kite-flying, and many walking paths for leisurely strolls on the Bay.

- **North Berkeley Farmers’ Market**
  
  A walkable distance from campus, this open-air market offers fresh, all organic produce and goods from local farmers every Thursday from 3-7pm.

- **Berkeley Rose Garden**
  
  Soak in lovely views of San Francisco and the Golden Gate bridge and enjoy fragrant strolls in this 1930’s park boasting over 3000 rose bushes.

Find more Berkeley visitor information at: visitberkeley.com
From rare plant species to oral histories of insects, UC Berkeley has extensive collections of art, artifacts, and biological and physical objects. Many of these museums are open to the public, while others are reserved for researchers in specific fields.

- **Berkeley Art Museum & Pacific Film Archive**
  Visual art exhibitions, film collections, and programs.

- **UC Botanical Garden**
  Botanical curriculum, tools, and education programs for K-12 teachers and the public.

- **Essig Museum of Entomology**
  World-class terrestrial arthropod collection historically focused on California insects.

- **Environmental Design Archives**
  Collections of the Bay Area’s historically significant architects and landscape architects.

- **Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology**
  Art, artifacts, and cultural programs.

- **The University and Jepson Herbaria**
  Two collections of pressed plants, research labs, libraries, and archives.

- **Magnes Collection**
  Books, art, objects, music, and documents about Jewish life. Digital resources include narratives and memory lab.

- **Mark Twain Papers**
  The private papers of Samuel Langhorne Clemens, augmented by ongoing research.

- **Museum of Paleontology**
  Fossil and photo collections, digital resources, public programs, and educational resources.

- **Museum of Vertebrate Zoology**
  Center for research and education in the biology of amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals.
The San Francisco Bay Area is home to a wide variety of world-renowned attractions and regularly draws tourists from all corners of the globe. San Francisco is known for its historic cable cars, Victorian houses, and Golden Gate Bridge - while hundreds of hillside vineyards cover Napa and Sonoma valleys. But this is just a sampling. There is no shortage of things to do and see, no matter your speed or interests, just a short trip from Berkeley.

**Oakland**
Just a few miles from campus, Oakland is a hot spot for dining, nightlife, art, and culture.

**San Francisco**
Explore the sights, attractions, food, and culture of this dynamic, ever-changing city.

**Napa Valley**
One of the most famous wine regions in the world is about an hour from campus.

**Muir Woods National Monument**
A “tree-lover’s monument” to towering, ancient redwoods. Definitely worth the short day trip.

**Point Reyes Seashore**
Camp, hike, bike, or beach at this stunning natural and wildlife preserve.

For More Information
Find other areas and attractions to visit at:
visitcalifornia.com/region/san-francisco-bay-area